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With

GBEX

Globiance
Directing financial freedom to corporate and retail clients globally
The idea of Globiance was born in 2018. At the time, its co-founders realized
that what the world needs is a bridge between the legacy financial system
and the new emerging cryptocurrency world.
With this goal in mind, Globiance strived to provide financial services for
corporate and retail customers by combining four main business verticals in
one interface: bank accounts in multiple jurisdictions, a crypto currency
exchange, cards and a crypto payment gateway.

GBEX is a Revolutionary Token – An exchange token combined with
features previously only available in ‘meme tokens’ – until NOW!
The deflationary design of GBEX virtually melts away the total
supply DAILY – with every transaction. The increased volume on the
Exchanges, functions as an ‘after burner’ – increasing the burn and
rewards for each and every trade made on the various platforms
around the world!
Unlock the potential of GBEX!
GBEX is a "Utility Token" and will be used all across the GBEX
ecosystem for paying fees, voting or governance. Users benefit
from discounts on fees, plus rewards, while using GBEX for
transactions. The higher the usage on the various platforms, the
greater the amount of GBEX tokens that will be utilized on daily
basis. These increases will grow GBEX trading volume organically.
Rewards
Every single transaction “Rewards” GBEX holders!! Using the GBEX
‘tax & burn’ model, whenever a user transfers GBEX, a 4% tax will be
collected – 2% of the those tokens are instantly burned and 2% are
distributed back to GBEX holders. Holding GBEX = Passive REWARDS
for YOU!! Just sit back, relax and watch your GBEX balance GROW!!
Future Proof

Bank accounts
Globiance offers SEPA and SWIFT accounts for its clients in 25+ currencies,
that can be used to both send and receive funds, and also merges multiple
banks in one offering, providing IBANs under one single login, eliminating the
need to log-in to multiple banking platforms to check balances and execute
transactions. The IBANs are provided by different BIN sponsors which provide
the banking as a service to Globiance via integrated API connections.

GBEX is a 3rd Generation Token, powered XinFin. Features like higher
transaction speeds at much lower costs, low energy consumption,
smart contract support and ISO20022 compatibility are key to
provide a safe and sustainable environment for GBEX.

Crypto exchanges and wallets
While featuring integrated wallet and optional bank accounts, Globiance also
facilitates fiat-to-fiat, and fiat-to-crypto through its licenced exchange (CEX),
combined with the ability to instantly withdraw fiat to the integrated wallet or
bank accounts.
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Alternatively for users who do not require Fiat currencies, Globiance has
created a decentralized exchange (DEX) as a separate service offer, which
can be used to swap any crypto currency against another.
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Live or about to launch Globiance Global Platforms within Q2/2022
Platforms planned to be released at the beginning of Q1/2023

A total of 500 Trillion (500 000 000 000 000) GBEX tokens
were created on the XDC network.
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